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49 Managing Phonological Data in a Perception Experiment
Rory Turnbull

1 Introduction

experiment with auditory linguistic stimuli and non-
auditory responses, where the focus of investigation

In this chapter, I’ll be walking through the data manage-

relates to the form of the stimuli, rather than their mean-

ment workflow used in the study reported by Turnbull

ing. Crucially, the research question in these studies

and Peperkamp (2017). This study investigated phono-

relates to the mechanisms of perception and related pro-

logical priming in French. Simplifying somewhat, the

cesses. This includes artificial language learning experi-

experiments involved participants hearing a prime word

ments (e.g., Finley 2011, 2012; Katz & Fricke 2018); speech

followed by a target word; the task was to decide whether

intelligibility studies (e.g., Warren et al. 1995; Youngdahl

the target was a lexical word or a non-word (a lexical

et al. 2018); word comprehension eye-tracking tasks (e.g.,

decision task). The experimental manipulation was the

Brouwer, Mitterer, & Huettig 2012; Ito & Speer 2008);

degree and type of phonological overlap between the

phoneme monitoring tasks (e.g., Damian & Bowers 2010;

prime and target. For example, the target word bac /bak/

Hay, Drager, & Gibson 2018); phoneme identification

“tray” could have as a prime any of bac /bak/ “tray,” sac

tasks (e.g., McGurk & MacDonald 1976; Mitterer 2006);

/sak/ “bag,” banque /bɑ̃k/ “bank,” baffe /baf/ “slap,” or
mangue /mɑ̃g/ “mango.” If you’re interested in the theo-

prosody perception tasks (e.g., Cole, Mo, and Hasegawa-

retical background and the implications of our results,

Many of the best practices associated with these kinds of

I refer you to the original paper. For the rest of this

experiments can be extended to similar but different tasks,

chapter, I’ll refer to the Turnbull and Peperkamp (2017)

such as (non-linguistic) psychophysical perception studies

experiments as “TP17.”

(e.g., Ladd et al. 2013), or perception studies with a pro-

I’ve chosen the TP17 experiments for this data man-

Johnson 2010; Turnbull et al. 2017); and many others.

duction component (e.g., Wiener & Turnbull 2016).

agement use case as, methodologically speaking, they’re

Still, even this broad definition excludes percep-

rather mundane. They use standard methods for percep-

tion research on signed languages, which use a visual

tion experiments in phonology, phonetics, and psycho-

rather than auditory modality. I suspect that many of

linguistics, and it should be fairly straightforward to find

the issues discussed in this chapter will map reasonably

correspondences between the data components of these

well to experiments on signed languages, such as Dye

experiments and many others.

and Shih (2006), substituting “auditory” for “visual”

I assume that you, the reader, have a basic familiar-

as appropriate. Nevertheless, the rest of the discussion

ity with experimental methods in linguistics. Neverthe-

in this chapter will refer exclusively to studies of spo-

less, I’ve tried to avoid jargon and be clear and explicit

ken language.1 For data management of sign language

in this chapter. If I’ve been successful, then this chapter

data in various contexts, see Hou, Lepic, and Wilkinson

should be easy to follow even if you’re unfamiliar with

(chapter 40, this volume), Hochgesang (chapter 30, this

these methods. (And if so, hello, welcome to the world

volume), Crasborn (chapter 39, this volume), and Pal-

of experimental linguistics!)

freyman (chapter 21, this volume).

1.1 What is a phonological perception experiment?

1.2 Chapter overview

For the purposes of this chapter, phonological percep-

In experimental linguistics, the term data is often used

tion experiment is intended as a big-
tent term for an

synonymously with the recorded responses from the
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experiment. “Let’s look at the data” is usually an invita-

There’s an adage coined by Douglas Hofstadter (1979)

tion to examine the experiment’s results. However, the

called Hofstadter’s Law: “It always takes longer than you

entire research process, from experiment conceptualiza-

expect, even when you take into account Hofstadter’s

tion through to sharing the results involves a great deal

Law.” I hope I do not do too much damage to this law

of data and data generation. Each of these kinds of data

by suggesting a related law: your documentation always

have different management needs.

needs more detail than you expect, even when you’ve

In this chapter, I discuss in turn the following topics:
organizational principles; stimuli; participant information;

taken this law into account.
With that framing in mind, let’s begin.

experimental script(s); experiment responses; statistical
analysis script(s); and storing, sharing, and citing. For each

2 Organizational principles

of these, I first describe the management we employed
(or, in some cases, ought to have employed!) for TP17, fol-

You’re beginning a new project. You create a new folder

lowed by more general considerations for other projects.

on your computer and then add a few files to that folder.

A common thread running through these topics is

Maybe you have a couple of documents with notes, some

that of documentation. “Always include a readme file”

saved e-mails with ideas from collaborators, and a couple

is a common (but often ignored!) edict in software engi-

of interesting papers that are relevant to the project. As the

neering, and the same is true of each step of the experi-

project develops, you add more and more files, until even-

mental research process. Work as though another person

tually it’s a sprawling mess of files, with no organization,

is going to have to see and understand everything you’ve

no clear hierarchy, and not even a way to know which files

done. This other person might be a collaborator, a super-

are the most up-to-date. Does this sound familiar? If so,

visor, or—the most likely case—your future self. Make

you’re not alone, and treatment is available.

your future life easier and document as much as you can.

Let’s consider how we can improve on this method.

Your documentation needs to be interpretable; the

First, clarity through structure. Each distinct form of

main points should be easily gleaned from the opening.

data should have its own folder within the main proj-

Even if you have no plan to share any of these details,

ect folder. Second, clarity through documentation. Each

the documentation you write now will surely help your

folder should have a readme file that explains the con-

future self when you return to the project in a month’s

tents of the directory. The main project folder should

time, a year’s time, or even a decade’s time. The whole

have its own readme file for the entire project. Each

point of the documentation is to make life for your

of the kinds of data discussed in this chapter—stimuli,

future self (and other future readers) easier.

experimental script, experimental responses, statistical

Your documentation also needs to be accessible. Have

analysis—should have its own folder, and each folder its

you ever tried to open a WordPerfect file from 1995

own readme. Depending on how you organize your files,

on a modern computer? While not impossible, it’s a

you may also want a folder of relevant papers, a folder

lot more difficult than it has any right to be. Have you

for conference presentations based on this data, a folder

ever opened a file and all the formatting is messed up?

for the manuscript you’re writing, and others.

The phonetic symbols and non-roman characters have

Using this method is no guarantee that the project

been transformed into gibberish like æ–‡å—åŒ–ã‘? Your

will be perfectly organized. Changes in ideas and plans

documentation ought to be as future-proof as possible.

often necessitates a change in structure. Keeping readme

For that reason, I recommend using plain text files (.txt),

files up to date requires attention. But using this method

with a Unicode standard encoding such as UTF-8 (eight-

will make it less likely that your project folder will descend

bit Unicode Transformation Format).

into chaos. With these organizational principles outlined,

Writing this kind of documentation is a curious exer-

let’s turn to our discussion of different data types.

cise, especially when your target audience is yourself.
Surely you understand what this code is doing, how these

3 Stimuli

stimuli are organized, why you chose this particular sampling frequency? My personal experience suggests that I

The stimuli are an important part of any experiment, and

greatly overestimate the intelligence of my future self.2

often something that are relatively easily shared with
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others. I distinguish three main kinds of stimulus data:

(ID) number, enabling the data to be transformed into

the (master) stimulus list, the stimulus media, and the

the structure shown in figure 49.1 without fuss. Because

presentation lists. Finally, I end with a cautionary note

each word has its own row, there is only a need for a

about character encodings.

single column for each of our kinds of metadata. (The
metadata here was lifted straight from Lexique.)

3.1 Stimulus list

The conditions in the Condition column are prefixed

Also called a “master” list or “grand” list, this is a list of all

with the letters A through F; rather than writing “Tar-

the stimuli used in the experiment. For TP17, developing

get,” we’ve written “ATarget”; instead of “Homophone,”

this list took many hours of work, as we wanted French

we have “BHomophone”; and so on. This was solely so

words of consonant-vowel-consonant, or CVC, shape with

that when we sorted the spreadsheet by the Condition

several phonological competitors to serve as primes. Ulti-

column, we’d see the conditions in the order we wanted

mately this work involved carefully combing through the

them. This is helpful to us, the spreadsheet makers, but

French lexical database Lexique (New et al. 2001) to find

not helpful to spreadsheet readers without explanation.

appropriate words. Lexique includes frequency counts and

Indeed, more confusingly, the terms used in this spread-

other psycholinguistically relevant information, which

sheet are different from those we ended up using in figure

we incorporated into our list. We also had to create non- 49.1 and in the final paper (where we used, e.g., “_VC”
words with plausible real word competitors and obey vari-

rather than “OnsetMP”). Consequently, the readme file in

ous constraints of counterbalancing.

the stimulus folder explains the correspondences between

Recall the design of this experiment—
participants

the published paper and the spreadsheet.

heard a prime word, followed by a target item that may

Other details in the readme file include how to inter-

or may not be a word and that has some particular pho-

pret the details from Lexique, such as the phonological

nological relationship to the prime. In designing the

transcriptions and the morphological parse.

stimuli, we had multiple possible primes for each target.
As can be seen in figure 49.1, the first target is bac, which

3.2 Stimulus media

could be preceded by any of bac, sac, banque, baffe, or

This category includes audio recordings and any other

mangue as primes. Note that some combinations were

media used, such as video recordings or images. For TP17,

impossible and that there are empty cells: there are no

the prime words and target words were recorded by sepa-

onset competitors or vowel competitors for bègue.

rate talkers. We used a custom-made MATLAB4 script to

While the organization in figure 49.1 is pleasant to look

facilitate our recordings. This script presented the talkers

at and relatively easy to understand, it is not so helpful

with the stimulus words to be recorded and made a single

for generating lists of stimuli for presentation to partici-

Waveform Audio File (WAV) file of the microphone input

pants. It also does not show the word metadata, such as

during that particular word. The WAV file was automati-

frequency, morphological information, number of neigh-

cally trimmed to remove silence around the edges. The

bors, and so on. Indeed, to get this metadata, we’d need

recordings were then amplitude-normalized via a Praat5

at least an additional five columns per kind of metadata.

script (Boersma & Weenink 2020).

For this reason, our final stimulus list was a spread-

We didn’t report most of this detail in our paper,

sheet file with one row per stimulus word. An excerpt is

as the particulars of how we segmented the recordings

shown in figure 49.2. This organization loosely follows

aren’t really germane to the methods section and don’t

the principles of “tidy data” (Wickham 2014).3 Each set

impede replicability. But for internal purposes, we docu-

of target and prime words is given a unique identifier

mented each stage of this, including what scripts were

Figure 49.1
Example sets of prime/target
pairs from TP17.
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Figure 49.2
Extract from the grand stimulus list from TP17.

used, and we retained a copy of the raw recordings in a

A is represented as the number “65.” The Lexique data-

separate subfolder. The relevant scripts themselves were

base downloadables are encoded in ISO 8859-1, a char-

kept in their own subfolder, as they are a key part of the

acter encoding designed for western Europe. If the files

project and should not be separated from it.

are read as if they’re UTF-8 (a common modern Unicode

TP17 was fairly ordinary terms of stimulus media, but

standard and the default encoding for many operating

for speech perception research involving artificially gen-

systems), several accented characters will display incor-

erated or manipulated stimuli, there are a lot of steps

rectly. Therefore, at an early stage in constructing the

here to document. Your documentation here should

stimulus lists, we converted the Lexique database to

essentially be a how-to guide so that someone with only

UTF-8 to avoid other problems. However, care should

limited technical expertise can reproduce your steps to

be taken to ensure that the experimental presentation

arrive at functionally equivalent stimulus media.

software is capable of correctly displaying the encoding
you’re using. Indeed, some older software does not work

3.3 Presentation lists

well with Unicode. Encoding problems are frustrating,

This category includes the actual lists involved in the

so plan ahead to save a headache, especially if you’re

experiment, if necessary. That is, these are the lists of

working with non-Latin orthographies.

stimuli, in order, that are presented to each participant.
For within-
subjects designs, these lists are essentially

4 Participant information

reordered (pseudorandomized) versions of the grand
stimulus list. For between-
subjects designs like those

Experiments have participants, and we need to col-

used in TP17, generation of these lists can involve a lot

lect information on those participants. This information

of careful counterbalancing. We ended up with four dis-

comes in two kinds: legally required information and doc-

tinct lists, each a proper subset of the master list.

umentation, and research-relevant information and documentation. The first kind satisfies the legal (and ideally

3.4 A note about character encodings

ethical) obligations we have to our participants, while the

It would be remiss of me at this point to fail to men-

second kind of information is driven by some research-

tion character encodings (see also Han, chapter 6, this

related motivations.

volume). Character encodings are the techniques used

I’m deliberately excluding from this category any

to represent symbolic data—for example, in Morse code,

behavioral responses, that is, the results of the main

the letter A is encoded as “dot dash,” while in ASCII,6

task of the experiment; instead, this category is usually
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information about the participants and could perhaps be

for data management. One advantage of PsychoPy is

termed “participant metadata.”

that it’s open source, so anyone can use it and see the
details of the script without needing to install expensive

4.1 Legal paperwork

software. Had we used a closed-source, proprietary system

The details here will differ depending on your jurisdiction,

(such as, e.g., E-Prime7 or SuperLab8), it would be harder

but this will likely involve, at a minimum, documentation

for researchers in subsequent decades to examine exactly

of informed consent. Other aspects may include debrief-

what the script did, especially if those companies do not

ing forms, compensation receipts, evidence of prior ethi-

exist any longer. While this might sound far-fetched, this

cal approval from a board (e.g., an institutional review

scenario can and has happened. SensoMotoric Instru-

board in the United States), and so on. These documents

ments (SMI), a prominent maker of eye-tracking hard-

are, in some sense, the most important pieces of data for

ware, was acquired by Apple in 2017. Apparently, the

your entire project, as there can be stiff administrative and

corporate leadership at Apple wanted a new direction,

legal consequences if things are out of order. For TP17, we

and as of this writing (early 2019), SMI no longer makes

collected paper consent forms with signatures, along with

new trackers or repairs old ones. For existing users of SMI

documentation of receipt of compensation.

products, their customer support is still active, but it’s not
clear whether it always will be. If, ten years from now, you

4.2 Research paperwork

are trying to examine a script written with SMI’s software,

These are data relating to participants that is not legally

how are you going to figure it out?

required, nor is it part of the experiment proper, but still

This problem is not unique to proprietary systems

constitutes useful information. I’ve called this “paperwork”

(although I contend it’s more likely to happen with

as it’s often collected in the form of a paper questionnaire,

proprietary than with open systems), and consequently

but many researchers choose to collect this via computer.

the best way to future-proof your experiment is to write

For TP17, the research paperwork consisted of a ques-

extensive documentation in plain text. This documenta-

tionnaire about the participant’s language background.

tion should explain exactly what the script presents to the

The responses to these questionnaires were then col-

participants, in as much detail as possible. While writing

lated into a digital spreadsheet. Note that individual

this sounds like a chore, you’re going to write (a version

participants were identified in the research paperwork

of) this anyway in the methods section of your paper.

solely by a unique ID number. No names were used here,

A crucial nuance to consider when writing documen-

thus helping with anonymity requirements. This ID was

tation is that the script is a set of instructions for the com-

also used to link participant metadata to participant

puter in what to do, often at a relatively low level. The

responses in the statistical analysis.

documentation, on the other hand, primarily describes

Other elements of research paperwork include a list

the participant experience. The script may direct the

of all participants (facilitating the application of exclu-

computer to load a sound file into the memory buffer in

sion criteria), scheduling information, and all logistical

preparation for the next trial, so that the auditory stimu-

details related to participants actually participating.

lus onset is synchronous with a visual stimulus onset; the
documentation would state that the stimulus onsets were

5 Experimental script

simultaneous. That’s not to say that the documentation
shouldn’t contain technical details—it definitely should,

By script I mean the computer file(s) that will present

when appropriate!—
but that the primary goal of the

the experimental stimuli and record responses. In TP17,

documentation is to allow another human researcher to

the we used the PsychoPy experimental presentation

understand and reproduce the experiment.

software (Peirce et al. 2019), and our script is therefore

In other words, the documentation is not simply a

constituted of the PsychoPy code file, the presentation

recapitulation of the script in human-readable format. It is

list comma-separated values, or CSV, files it reads, and

a high-level description of what is presented to the partici-

the folders of WAV files it accesses to present the stimuli.

pant and how the responses are recorded. This high-level

There are many options in the world of experimental

description can also help with cross-platform issues when

presentation software, each with distinct implications

trying to (re)implement the experiment on a different
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computer with a different operating system. For example,

accompany the data is key. This documentation should

the TP17 PsychoPy script was developed and tested on a

explain what each column represents—
or at the very

machine running Debian configured to British English

least, which columns can be ignored—and how to read

language settings, but the experiment was conducted on

the contents of each column.

machines running Windows 7 with French language settings and a slightly different set of input hardware. Thanks

7 Statistical analysis scripts

to the explicit documentation, there were no issues in getting the script to work on the different machines.

The first step in data analysis is data preparation. For
TP17, we had a data preparation R9 script that read each

6 Responses from the experiment

of the data files into a data frame, removed unnecessary columns (such as frame rate information) and rows

Finally, we get to the “real” data. Depending on your

(such as practice trials), calculated response accuracy,

experimental presentation software, this will vary in

merged in the stimuli metadata (such as word fre-

format—
for example, SuperLab and PsychoPy output

quency) and participant metadata, resulting in a data

text files by default, while E-Prime uses its own propri-

frame that was ready to be used as input to a statistical

etary E-DataAid format (which can be converted to text

model.

files via E-Prime software tools).
Data files are nearly always unintelligible without

The beginning of the R script contains a description
of what the script does. This information carries a degree

documentation. The data files from TP17 have thirty- of redundancy with the script’s description in this foldseven columns of data each, many of them with some

er’s readme file, although the R script description is more

variation of “resp” in the name. These include the fol-

detailed and uses more technical language. It also states

lowing: key_resp_leftorright.keys, key_resp_leftorright.rt,

that the script is not intended to be run on its own, but

key_resp_begin.keys, key_resp_begin.rt, key_resp_lexdec.keys,

instead it is called directly by the main analysis script. As

key_resp_lexdec.rt,

before, documentation is key here.

key_resp_end_of_training.keys,

key_resp_end_of_training.rt, key_resp_memory_test.keys,

For your own project, you need documentation. Even

key_resp_memory_test.corr, key_resp_memory_test.rt,

if you don’t write a data preparation script—even if you

key_resp_memory_end.keys, and key_resp_memory_end.rt.

just copy and paste each individual data file into one big

Which one is the response to the experimental task? The

Excel file (please don’t do this)—write a plain text docu-

first part of each column name, namely “key_resp,” tells us

ment describing what you did in more detail than you

that these columns record information about some kind of

think necessary.

key response. The middle part of the name, for example,

The other script we had for TP17 was our main anal-

“lexdec” or “end_of_training,” refers to the kind of trial

ysis script. This is the one that the user actually runs to

this response was for. The column names ending in “.rt”

implement our analysis. The code is (somewhat) com-

list reaction times (i.e., the time elapsed between the pre-

mented, explaining what the script does at both a high

sentation of the trial and the participant pressing a but-

level (e.g., “compare the unrelated primes to the related

ton), and the ones ending “.k
 eys” show which key was

primes”) and a low level (e.g., “this function automatically

pressed in response. The responses to the lexical decision

re-codes factor contrasts into Helmert coding after using

task are therefore contained in key_resp_lexdec
.
keys,

droplevels()”).

and the reaction times for these responses are in key_

Finally, there is a plain text readme file in this direc-

resp_lexdec.rt. Some other columns are less important,

tory. This document describes each of the files in the

for example, the column key_resp_leftorright.rt tells us

directory, and what files to run in what order to carry

how quickly the participant answered the question about

out the analyses reported in the paper.

whether they were right-handed or left-handed.
From the perspective of the person who coded the

8 Storing, sharing, and citing

experiment, the meaning of these column titles is relatively clear, but this system is rather opaque for anyone

For TP17, due to data privacy restrictions, we are not

else. Here, again, having plain text documentation to

able to share the raw data (i.e., the log files output by
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the PsychoPy script) publicly. Nevertheless, here are a

experiment require the recognition that every step in

few considerations relating to the storage, sharing, and

the research process involves data.

citation of data.
Storing data during a project is an issue everyone has
to deal with. It’s not uncommon for projects to have
multiple collaborators, each of whom requires access
to some portion of the data. A good way to achieve
this while minimizing conflicting copies of data is for
each collaborator to have a local copy of the data that
is synchronized to a “master” copy somewhere. There
are several commercial solutions such as Dropbox,10
Google Drive,11 Bitbucket,12 and GitHub13 that allow for
easy cloud-
based synchronization and, depending on
the service, some degree of version control.14 The cloud

Notes
1. This choice is a pragmatic one, not an ideological one.
Like many linguists, my education in the linguistics of signed
languages was extremely sparse, and I don’t have the expertise
to give the issues the discussion they deserve. I’m working to
remedy this gap in my knowledge so that the next generation
of linguists will have a better understanding of the world’s languages in all modalities.
2. Perhaps that of my present self too, if we’re being quite
honest.

is just someone else’s computer and is therefore sensi-

3. Wickham’s definition of tidy data is essentially equivalent to
third normal form in relational database management.

tive to data security vulnerabilities. It’s also possible to

4. MATLAB: https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html.

avoid using “the cloud” (thereby sidestepping possible
data security vulnerabilities) via the combined use of distributed (non-cloud-based) syncing tools such as Resilio
Sync and version control software such as Git or Apache
Subversion, or SVN.15
Once the data are ready to share with the public, the
question of hosting arises. Two prominent nonprofit

5. Praat: http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/.\.
6. ASCII, the American Standard Code for Information Exchange,
is an influential (and relatively limited) character encoding developed in the 1960s. It is still widely used today and forms the basis
for many Unicode encodings.
7. E-Prime: https://pstnet.com/products/e-prime/.

repositories for hosting experimental data include

8. SuperLab: https://www.cedrus.com/superlab/.

the Tromsø Repository of Language and Linguistics

9. R: https://www.r-project.org/.

(TROLLing)16 and the Open Science Foundation (OSF).17
Both TROLLing and OSF are able to assign a DOI (digital

10. Dropbox: https://dropbox.com.

object identifier) to any repository, making the citation

11. Google Drive: https://www.google.com/drive.

of these repositories straightforward. For more detailed

12. Bitbucket: https://bitbucket.org.

discussion of these issues, see Andreassen (chapter 7,
this volume) and Buszard-
Welcher (chapter 10, this
volume).
9 Conclusion
From this overview, an overall structure for data management emerges. Each distinct form of data should have its
own directory, and each directory has an accompanying
readme file explaining the contents of the directory. The
readme file should also make clear the data processing
workflow required—for example, describing the use of
the relevant Praat script, data preparation code, or experimental procedures. Without these aids, the value of
the data is significantly diminished. While in common
parlance, data simply refers to the results of the experiment (the output of the experimental script), best prac-

13. GitHub: https://github.com.
14. Services that are primarily marketed for software engineering projects (such as GitHub and Bitbucket) usually have version control as a fundamental part of the system, while services
such as Google Drive or Dropbox may have only rudimentary
built-
in version control. Note, however, that one can easily
make a local Git repository and synchronize it with a Dropbox
folder, thus combining the version control capabilities of Git
with the ease of use of Dropbox.
15. Nothing is immune from security vulnerabilities, including distributed synchronization systems. However, it could
be argued that a large system such as Google Drive is a more
likely target for an organized hack attempt than a distributed
synchronized system of a group of academics. Perrin (2007)
termed this feature “accidental security through obscurity.”
16. TROLLing: https://dataverse.no/dataverse/trolling.
17. OSF: https://osf.io.
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